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Norm Change in the Common Law

John Horty

Abstract An account of legal change in a common law system is developed. Legal1

change takes place incrementally through court decisions that are constrained by2

previous decisions in other courts. The assumption is that a court’s decision has to3

be consistent with the rules set out in earlier court decisions. However, the court is4

allowed to make add new distinctions and therefore make a different decision based5

on factors not present in the previous decision. Two formal models of this process6

are presented. The first model is based on refinement of (the set of factors taken into7

account in) the set of previous cases on which a decision is based. In the second8

model the focus is on a preference ordering on reasons. The court is allowed to9

supplement, but not to revise the preference ordering on reasons that can be inferred10

from previous cases. The two accounts turn out to be equivalent. A court can make a11

consistent decision even if the case base is not consistent; the important requirement12

is that no new inconsistencies should be added to the case base.13 AQ1

Keywords Norm change · Common law · Legal code · Derogation · Legal reason-14

ing · Legal factor · Precedent case · Rule · Refinement15

1 Introduction16

Among David Makinson’s many achievements in logic, none is more important than17

his development, along with Carlos Alchourrón and Peter Gärderfors, of the AGM18

theory of belief change.19

The origin of that work has now been documented—in David’s obituary of20

Alchourrón, in Gärdenfors’s brief history, and in David’s own reflections—and it21
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336 J. Horty

is, in many ways, a dramatic saga.1 From David’s perspective, it began with the22

problem of norm change in the law, or more specifically, with Alchourrón’s interest,23

together with that of his colleague Eugenio Bulygin, in the concept of derogation:24

the removal of a norm from a system of norms, such as a legal code.2 The difficulty25

is that the individual norm to be derogated might not simply be listed in the legal26

code, but instead, or in addition, implied by other individual norms from the code,27

or by sets of other norms taken together. In the latter case, it will be possible for the28

derogation of a particular norm to be achieved in a number of ways, depending on29

which adjustments are made to the set of norms supporting it; the result is, therefore,30

indeterminate.31

David reports that he did not, at first, see much of interest in the concept of32

derogation for exactly this reason, the indeterminacy of its result, which he viewed33

as “just an unfortunate fact of life . . . about which formal logic could say little or34

nothing”. By the end of the 1970s, however, he and Alchourrón had managed to frame35

the issue in a way that was amenable to formal analysis, and published the outcome36

in the second of Risto Hilpinen’s two influential collections on deontic logic.3 Just as37

they were completing this paper, they realized that both the issues under consideration38

and their logical analysis could be seen in a more general light—as a matter of belief39

revision in general, not just norm revision. This perspective was adopted in a second40

paper, submitted to Theoria.441

As it happens, the editor of that journal was then Peter Gärdenfors, who was work-42

ing on formally similar problems, though with a distinct philosophical motivation—43

Gärdenfors had been exploring the semantics of conditionals, not norm change—and44

a collaboration was joined. Of course, there would have been differences: Gärden-45

fors’s approach had been largely postulational, while the approach of Alchourrón46

and Makinson was definitional; Alchourrón and Makinson had focused on deroga-47

tion, now called contraction, as the fundamental operation, with revision defined48

through the Levi identity, while Gärdenfors took the opposite route, treating revision49

as fundamental with contraction defined through the Harper identity. Nevertheless,50

David describes the collaboration as “a dream”, with differences resolved and further51

progress achieved, in those days before email, through a series of longhand letters52

“circulating incessantly between Buenos Aires, Lund, Beirut, and Paris”. The result53

was the initial AGM paper, which, taken together with subsequent work on the topic54

by the original authors and many others—in fields including philosophy, computer55

science, economics, and psychology—stands as one of the great success stories from56

the past 25 years of philosophical logic.557

1 See Makinson (1996, 2003) and Gärdenfors (2011).
2 The term “derogation” is often used to refer only to limitation of a norm, while its full removal
is described as an “abrogation”. My terminology here follows that of Alchourrón and Makinson
(1981).
3 Alchourrón and Makinson (1981).
4 Alchourrón and Makinson (1982).
5 Alchourrón, Gärdenfors, and Makinson (1985).
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Norm Change in the Common Law 337

I will not try to advance this story here. Instead, I want to return to its roots: the58

problem of norm change in the law. It is natural that Alchourrón, as an Argentinian,59

from a civil law country, would explore this problem in the context of a changing60

legal canon, an evolving body of rules. But any jurist working in the United King-61

dom, America, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, or any of the other common law62

countries, if asked about norm change in the law, would think first, not about explicit63

modifications to a legal code, but about the common law itself. And here, the process64

of norm change is typically more gradual, incremental, and mediated by the com-65

mon law doctrine of precedent, according to which the decisions of earlier courts66

generalize to constrain the decisions of later courts, while still allowing these later67

courts a degree freedom in responding to fresh circumstances.68

On what is, perhaps, the standard view, the constraints of precedent are themselves69

carried through rules: a court facing a particular problem situation either invokes a70

previous common law rule or articulates a new one to justify its decision in that71

case, and this rule is then generally thought to determine the decisions that might be72

reached in any future case to which it applies. There are, however, two qualifications.73

Some courts, depending on their place in the judicial hierarchy, have the power to74

overrule the decisions of earlier courts. The effect of overruling is much like that of75

derogation: the normative force of a case that has been overruled is removed entirely.76

Overruling is, therefore, radical, but it is also rare, and not a form of norm change77

that I will discuss here.78

Although only certain courts have the power to overrule earlier decisions, all79

courts are thought to have the power of distinguishing later cases—the power, that80

is, to point out important differences between the facts present in some later case81

and those of earlier cases, and so modifying the rules set out in those earlier cases82

to avoid what they feel would be an inappropriate application to the later case.83

Of course, later courts cannot modify the rules set out by earlier courts entirely at84

will, in any way whatsoever. There must be some restrictions on this power, and85

the most widely accepted restrictions are those first set out explicitly by Joseph86

Raz, although, as Raz acknowledges, the account owes much previous work of87

A. W. B. Simpson.6 According to this account, any later modification of an earlier88

rule must satisfy two conditions: first, the modification can consist only in the addi-89

tion of further qualifications, which will thus narrow the original rule; and second,90

the modified rule must continue to yield the original outcome in the case in which it91

was introduced, as well as in any further cases in which this rule was applied.92

In recent work, motivated in part by research from the field of Artificial Intelligence93

and Law, as well as by a previous proposal due to Grant Lamond, I developed an94

account of precedent in the common law according to which constraint is not a mat-95

ter of rules at all, but of reasons.7 More exactly, I suggested that what is important96

about a precedent case is the previous court’s assessment of the balance of reasons97

6 See Raz (1979, pp. 180–209) and Simpson (1961).
7 See Horty (2011), and then Horty and Bench-Capon (2012) for a development of this account
within the context of related research from Artificial Intelligence and Law; see Lamond (2005) for
his earlier proposal.
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338 J. Horty

presented by that case; later courts are then constrained, not to follow some rule set98

out by the earlier court, but to reach a decision that is consistent with the earlier99

court’s assessment of the balance of reasons.100

The account I propose is precise and allows, I believe, for a good balance between101

the constraints imposed by previous decisions and the freedoms granted to later courts102

for developing the law. But my account is also unusual, especially in abstaining from103

any appeal to rules in its treatment of the common law, and the question immediately104

arises: what is the relation between this account of precedential constraint, developed105

in terms of reasons, and the standard account, relying on rules?106

The goal of the current paper is to answer this question. More precisely, what I107

show is that, even though the account of precedential constraint developed in terms of108

reasons was introduced as an alternative to the standard account, in terms of rules, it109

turns out that these two accounts are, in an important sense, equivalent. Establishing110

this result requires a precise statement of the notion of constraint at work in the111

standard account, which is offered in Sect. 3 of this paper, after basic concepts are112

introduced in Sect. 2. The account of precedential constraint in terms of reasons is113

reviewed in Sects. 4, and 5 establishes its equivalence with the standard account.114

Section 6 mentions some of the formal issues raised by this work; a discussion of the115

philosophical motivation is reserved for a companion paper.116

2 Factors, Rules, and Cases117

I follow the work of Edwina Rissland, Kevin Ashley, and their colleagues in118

supposing that the situation presented to the court in a legal case can usefully by119

represented as a set of factors, where a factor stands for a legally significant fact120

or pattern of facts.8 Cases in different areas of the law will be characterized by dif-121

ferent sets of factors, of course. In the domain of trade secrets law, for example,122

where the factor-based analysis has been developed most extensively, a case will123

typically concern the issue of whether the defendant has gained an unfair competi-124

tive advantage over the plaintiff through the misappropriation of a trade secret; and125

here the factors involved might turn on, say, questions concerning whether the plain-126

tiff took measures to protect the trade secret, whether a confidential relationship127

existed between the plaintiff and the defendant, whether the information acquired128

was reverse-engineerable or in some other way publicly available, and the extent129

to which this information did, in fact, lead to a real competitive advantage for the130

defendant.9131

8 See Rissland and Ashley (1987) and then Ashley (1989, 1990) for an introduction to the model;
see also, Rissland (1990) for an overview of research in Artificial Intelligence and Law that places
this work in a broader context.
9 Aleven (1997) has analyzed 147 cases from trade secrets law in terms of a factor hierarchy
that includes 5 high-level issues, 11 intermediate-level concerns, and 26 base-level factors. The
resulting knowledge base is used in an intelligent tutoring system for teaching elementary skills in
legal argumentation, which has achieved results comparable to traditional methods of instruction
in controlled studies; see Aleven and Ashley (1997).
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Norm Change in the Common Law 339

We will assume, as usual, that factors have polarities, always favoring one side132

or another. In the domain of trade secrets law, once again, the presence of security133

measures favors the plaintiff, since it strengthens the claim that the information134

secured was a valuable trade secret; reverse-engineerability favors the defendant,135

since it suggests that the product information might have been acquired through136

proper means. The paper is based, furthermore, on the simplifying assumption that137

the reasoning under consideration involves only a single step, proceeding from the138

factors present in a case immediately to a decision—in favor of the plaintiff or the139

defendant—rather than moving through a series of intermediate legal concepts.10
140

Formally, then, we will let Fπ = { f π1 , . . . , f πn } represent the set of factors favoring141

the plaintiff and Fδ = { f δ1 , . . . , f δm} the set of factors favoring the defendant. Since142

each factor favors one side of the other, we can suppose that the entire set F of legal143

factors is exhausted by these two sets: F = Fπ ∪ Fδ . A fact situation X , of the sort144

presented in a legal case, can then be defined as some particular subset of the overall145

set of factors: X ⊆ F .146

A precedent case will be represented as a fact situation together with an outcome147

as well as a rule through which that outcome is reached. Such a case can be defined148

as a triple of the form c = 〈X, r, s〉, where X is a fact situation containing the legal149

factors present in the case, r is the rule of the case, and s is its outcome.11 We define150

three functions—Factors,Rule, and Outcome—to map cases into their component151

parts, so that, in the case c above, for example, we would have Factors(c) = X ,152

Rule(c) = r, and Outcome(c) = s.153

Given our assumption that reasoning proceeds in a single step, we can suppose154

that the outcome s of a case is always either a decision in favor of the plaintiff or155

a decision in favor of the defendant, with these two outcomes represented as π or156

δ respectively; and where s is a particular outcome, a decision for some side, we157

suppose that s represents a decision for the opposite side, so that π = δ and δ = π.158

Where X is a fact situation, we let Xs represent the factors from X that support the159

side s; that is, Xπ = X ∩ Fπ and X δ = X ∩ Fδ .160

Rules are to be defined in terms of reasons, where a reason for a side is a set of161

factors favoring that side. A reason can then be defined as a set of factors favoring162

one side or another. To illustrate: { f π1 , f π2 } is a reason favoring the side π, and so a163

reason, while { f δ1 } is a reason favoring δ, and likewise a reason; but the set { f π1 , f δ1 }164

is not a reason, since the factors it contains do not uniformly favor one side or another.165

A statement of the form X |= R indicates that the fact situation X satisfies the166

reason R, or that the reason holds in that situation; this idea can be defined by167

stipulating that168

X |= R just in case R ⊆ X,169

10 Both of the assumptions mentioned in this paragraph are discussed in Horty (2011).
11 For the purpose of this paper, I simplify by assuming that the rule underlying a court’s decision
is plain, ignoring the extensive literature on methods for determining the rule, or ratio decidendi,
of a case. I will also assume that a case always contains a single rule, ignoring situations in which
a judge might offer several rules for a decision, or in which a court reaches a decision by majority,
with different judges offering different rules, or in which a judge might simply render a decision in
a case without setting out any general rule at all.
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340 J. Horty

and then extended in the usual way to statements φ and ψ formed by closing the170

reasons under conjunction and negation:171

X |= ¬φ if and only if it fails that X |= φ,
X |= φ ∧ ψ if and only if X |= φ and X |= ψ.172

We stipulate, in the usual way, that φ implies a statement φ � ψ —that is, φ implies173

ψ—just in case X |= ψ whenever X |= φ.174

Given this notion of a reason, a rule can now be defined as a pair whose premise175

is a certain kind of conjunction of reasons and their negations and whose conclusion176

is an outcome, a decision favoring one side or the other. More specifically, where177

Rs is a single reason for the side s and Rs
1, . . . , Rs

i are zero or more reasons for the178

opposite side, then a rule for the side s has the form179

Rs ∧ ¬Rs
1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬Rs

i → s180

and a rule is simply a rule for one side or the other; the idea, of course is that, when181

the reason Rs favoring s holds in some situation, and none of the reasons Rs
1, . . . , Rs

i182

favoring the opposite side hold, then r requires a decision for the side s. Given a rule183

r of this form, we define functions Premise, Premises, Premises, and Conclusion184

picking out its premise, the positive part of its premise, the negative part, and its185

conclusion, all as follows:186

Premise(r) = Rs ∧ ¬Rs
1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬Rs

i ,

Premises(r) = Rs,

Premises(r) = ¬Rs
1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬Rs

i ,

Conclusion(r) = s.

187

We can then say that r applies in a fact situation X just in case X |= Premise(r).188

Let us return, now, to the concept of a precedent case c = 〈X, r, s〉, containing a189

fact situation X along with a rule r leading to the outcome s. In order for this concept to190

make sense, we impose two coherence constraints. The first is that the rule contained191

in the case must actually apply to the facts of the case, or that X |= Premise(r). The192

second is that the conclusion of the precedent rule must match the outcome of the193

case itself, or that Conclusion(r) = Outcome(c).194

These various concepts and constraints can be illustrated through the concrete case195

c1 = 〈X1, r1, s1〉, containing the fact situation X1 = { f π1 , f π2 , f π3 , f δ1 , f δ2 , f δ3 , f δ4 },196

with three factors favoring the plaintiff and four favoring the defendant, where r1 is the197

rule { f π1 , f π2 }∧¬{ f δ5 }∧¬{ f δ4 , f δ6 } → π, and where the outcome s1 is π, a decision198

for the plaintiff. Since we have both X1 |= Premise(r1) and Conclusion(r1) =199

Outcome(c1), it is clear that the case satisfies our two coherence constraints: the200

precedent rule is applicable to the fact situation: and the conclusion of the precedent201

rule matches the outcome of the case. This particular precedent, then, represents a202

case in which the court decided for the plaintiff by applying or introducing a rule203

according to which the presence of the factors f π1 and f π2 , together with the absence204
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Norm Change in the Common Law 341

of the factor f δ5 , as well as the absence of the pair of factors f δ4 and f δ6 , leads to205

decision for the plaintiff.206

With this notion of a precedent case in hand, we can now define a case base as a207

set � of precedent cases. It is a case base of this sort that will be taken to represent208

the common law in some area, and to constrain the decisions of future courts.209

3 Constraint by Rules210

We now turn to the standard account of precedential constraint, in terms of rules that211

can be modified. I motivate this account by tracing a three simple examples of legal212

development according to the standard view, generalizing from these examples, and213

then characterizing what I take to be the standard notion of precedential constraint214

in terms of this generalization.215

To begin with, then, suppose that the background case base is �1 = {c2}, con-216

taining only the single precedent case c2 = 〈X2, r2, s2〉, with X2 = { f π1 , f δ1 }, where217

r2 = { f π1 } → π, and where s2 = π; this precedent represents a situation in which a218

prior court, confronted with the conflicting factors f π1 and f δ1 , decided for π on the219

basis of f π1 . Now imagine that, against the background of this case base, a later court220

is confronted with the new fact situation X3 = { f π1 , f δ2 }, and takes the presence of221

the new factor f δ2 as sufficient to justify a decision for δ. Of course, the previous rule222

r2 applies to the new fact situation, apparently requiring a decision for π. But accord-223

ing to the standard account, the court can decide for δ all the same by distinguish the224

new fact situation from that of the case in which r2 was introduced—pointing out225

that the new situation, unlike that of the earlier case, contains the factor f δ2 , and so226

declining to apply the earlier rule on that basis.227

The result of this decision, then, is that the original case base is changed in228

two ways. First, by deciding the new situation for δ on the basis of f δ2 , the court229

supplements this case base with the new case c3 = 〈X3, r3, s3〉, where X3 is as230

above, where r3 = { f δ2 } → δ, and where s3 = δ. And second, by declining to apply231

the earlier r2 to the new situation due to the presence of f δ2 , the court, in effect,232

modifies this earlier rule so that it now carries the force of r2
′ = { f π1 }∧¬{ f δ2 } → π.233

The new case base is thus�1
′ = {c2

′, c3}, with c2
′ = 〈X2

′, r2
′, s2
′〉where X2

′ = X2,234

where r2
′ is as above, and where s2

′ = s2, and with c3 as above.235

The process could continue, of course. Suppose now that, against the background236

of the modified case base �1
′ = {c2

′, c3}, another court is confronted with the237

further fact situation X4 = { f π1 , f δ3 }, and again takes the new factor f δ3 as sufficient238

to justify a decision for δ, in spite of the fact that even the modified rule r2
′ requires239

a decision for π. Once again, this decision changes the current case base in two240

ways: first, supplementing this case base with a new case representing the current241

decision, and second, further modifying the previous rule to avoid a conflicting242

result in the current case. The resulting case base is therefore �1
′′ = {c2

′′, c3, c4},243

with c2
′′ = 〈X2

′′, r2
′′, s2

′′〉 as a modification of the previous c2
′, where X2

′′ = X2
′,244
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342 J. Horty

where s2
′′ = s2

′, and now where r2
′′ = { f π1 } ∧ ¬{ f δ2 } ∧ ¬{ f δ3 } → π, with c3 is as245

above, and with c4 = 〈X4, r4, s4〉 representing the current decision, where X4 is as246

above, where r4 = { f δ3 } → δ, and where s4 = δ.247

As our second example, suppose that the background case base is �2 = {c2, c5},248

with c2 as above, and with c5 = 〈X5, r5, s5〉, where X5 = { f π1 , f δ2 }, where r5 =249

{ f π1 } → π, and where s5 = π. This case base represents a pair of prior decisions for250

π on the basis of f π1 , in spite of the conflicting factors f δ1 , in one case, and f δ2 , in251

the other. Now suppose that, against this background, a later court confronts the new252

situation X6 = { f π1 , f δ1 , f δ2 }, and decides that, although earlier cases favored f π1 over253

the conflicting f δ1 and f δ2 presented separately, the combination of f δ1 and f δ2 together254

justifies a decision for δ. Again, this decision supplements the existing case base with255

the new case c6 = 〈X6, r6, s6〉, where X6 as above, where r6 = { f δ1 , f δ2 } → δ, and256

where s6 = δ. But here, the rules from both of the existing cases, c2 and c5, must257

be modified to block application to situations in which f δ1 and f δ2 appear together,258

and so now carry the force of r2
′ = r5

′ = { f π1 } ∧ ¬{ f δ1 , f δ2 } → π. The case base259

resulting from this decision is thus �2
′ = {c2

′, c5
′, c6, }, with c′2 = 〈X2

′, r2
′, s2
′〉260

where X2
′ = X2, where r2

′ as above, and where s2
′ = s2, with c′5 = 〈X5

′, X5
′, s5
′〉261

where X5
′ = X5, where X5

′ is as above, and where s5
′ = s5, and with c6 as above.262

Finally, suppose the background case base is�3 = {c2, c7} again with c2 as above,263

but with c7 = 〈X7, r7, s7〉, where X7 = { f π2 , f δ2 }, where r7 = { f π2 } → π, and where264

s7 = π. This case base represents a pair of previous decisions forπ, one on the basis of265

f π1 in spite of the conflicting f δ1 , and one on the basis of f π2 in spite of the conflicting266

f δ2 . Now imagine that a later court confronts the new situation X8 = { f π1 , f δ2 },267

containing two factors that have not yet been compared, and concludes that f δ2 is268

sufficient to justify a decision for δ, in spite of the conflicting f π1 . Once again, the269

earlier rule r2 must be taken to have the force of r2
′ = { f π1 } ∧ ¬{ f δ2 } → π, in order270

not to conflict with the current decision. In this case, however, the new rule cannot be271

formulated simply as { f δ2 } → δ, but must now take the form of r8 = { f δ2 }∧¬{ f π2 } →272

δ, in order not to conflict with the decision for π previously reached in c7. This273

scenario, then, is one in which modifications are forced in both directions: a previous274

rule must be modified to avoid conflict with the current decision, while at the same275

time, the rule of the current case must be hedged to avoid conflict with a previous276

decision. The resulting case base is �3
′ = {c2

′, c7, c8, }, with c′2 = 〈X2
′, r2
′, s2
′〉,277

where X2
′ = X2, where r2

′ is as above, and where s2
′ = s2, with c7 as above, and278

with c8 = 〈X8, r8, s8〉, where X8 as above, where r8 as above, and where s8 = δ.279

Each of these examples describes a scenario in which a sequence of fact situations280

are confronted, decisions are reached, rules are formulated to justify the decisions,281

and rules are modified to accommodate later, or earlier, decisions. It is interesting, and282

somewhat surprising, to note that, as long as all decisions can be accommodated, with283

rules properly modified to avoid conflicts, then the order in which cases are confronted284

is irrelevant. To put this point precisely, let us stipulate that, where c = 〈X, r, s〉 is285

a precedent case decided for the side s, the reason for this decision is Premises(r),286

the positive part of the premise of the case rule; and suppose that a case base has287

been constructed through the process of considering fact situations in some particular288
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sequence, in each case rendering a decision for some particular reason and modifying289

other rules accordingly. It then turns out that, as long as the same decisions are290

rendered for the same reasons, the same case base will be constructed, with all rules291

modified in the same way, regardless of the sequence in which the fact situations are292

considered. Indeed, the fact situations need not be considered in any sequence at all:293

as long as the set of decisions in these situations is capable of being accommodated294

through appropriate rule modifications, then all the rules can be modified at once,295

through a process of case base refinement.296

This process of transforming a case base � into its refinement can be described297

informally as follows: first, for each case c belonging to �, decided for some side298

and for some particular reason, collect together into �c all of the cases in which299

that reason hold, but which were decided for the other side; next, for each such case300

c′ from �c, take the negation of the reason for which that case was decided, and301

then conjoin all of these negated reasons together; finally, replace the rule from the302

original case c with the new rule that results when this complex conjunction is itself303

conjoined with the reason for the original decision. And this informal description304

can be transformed at once into a formal definition.305

Definition 1 (Refinement of a case base) Where � is a case base, its refinement—306

written, �+—is the set that results from carrying out the following procedure. For307

each case c = 〈X, r, s〉 belonging to �:308

1. Let309

�c = {c′ ∈ � : c′ = 〈Y, r ′, s〉& Y |= Premises(r)}310

2. For each case c′ = 〈Y, r ′, s〉 from �c, let311

dc,c′ = ¬Premises(r′)312

3. Define313

Dc =
∧

c′∈�c

dc,c′314

4. Replace the case c = 〈X, r, s〉 from � with c′′ = 〈X, r ′′, s〉, where r ′′ is the new315

rule316

Premises(r) ∧ Dc → s317

It is easy to verify that, in each of our three examples, the case base resulting318

from our sequential rule modification is identical with the case base that would have319

resulted simply from deciding the same fact situations for the same reasons, and then320

modifying all rules at once, through refinement. Focusing only on the first of our321

examples, we can see that �1
′ = (�1 ∪ {c3})+, and then that �1

′′ = (�1
′ ∪ {c4})+—322

or, considering the two later decisions together, that �1
′′ = (�1 ∪ {c3, c4})+.323

In these situations, then, where a decision can be accommodated against the back-324

ground of a case base through an appropriate modification of rules, the same outcome325

can be achieved, the rules modified in the same way, simply by supplementing the326
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344 J. Horty

background case base with that decision and then refining the result. But of course,327

there are some decisions that cannot be accommodated against the background of328

certain case bases—the rules simply cannot be modified appropriately. What does329

refinement lead to in a situation like this? As it turns out, the result of refining330

the case base supplemented with the new decision will not then be a case base331

at all, since refinement will produce rules that fail to apply to their corresponding332

fact situations. And this linkage between accommodation and refinement, I suggest,333

works in both directions, and can be taken as a formal explication for the concept of334

accommodation: a decision can be accommodated against the background of a case335

base just in case the result of supplementing that case base with the decision can336

itself be refined into a case base.337

We can now turn to the notion of precedential constraint itself according to the338

standard model, in terms of rules that can be modified. The initial idea is that a339

court is constrained to reach a decision that can be accommodated within the context340

of a background case base through an appropriate modification of rules—or, given341

our formal explication of this concept, a decision that can be combined with the342

background case base to yield a result whose refinement is itself a case base.343

Definition 2 (Rule constraint) Let � be a case base and X a new fact situation344

confronting the court. Then the rule constraint requires the court to base its decision345

on some rule r leading to an outcome s such that (� ∪ {〈X, r, s〉})+ is a case base.346

This definition can be illustrated by taking as background the case base �4 =347

{c9}, containing the single case c9 = 〈X9, r9, s9〉, where X9 = { f π1 , f π2 , f δ1 , f δ2 },348

where r9 = { f π1 } → π, and where s9 = π. Now suppose the court confronts the349

new situation X10 = { f π1 , f δ1 , f δ2 , f δ3 }, and considers finding for δ on the basis of350

f δ1 and f δ2 , leading to the decision c10 = 〈X10, r10, s10〉, where X10 is as above,351

where r10 = { f δ1 , f δ2 } → δ, and where s10 = δ. According to current view, this352

decision is ruled out by precedent, since the result of supplementing the background353

case base �4 with c10 cannot itself be refined into a case base. Indeed, we have354

(�4 ∪ {c10})+ = {c9
′, c10

′} with c9
′ = 〈X9

′, r9
′, s9
′〉, where X9

′ = X9, where355

r9
′ = { f π1 } ∧ ¬{ f δ1 , f δ2 } → π, and where s9 = π, and with c10

′ = 〈X10
′, r10

′, s10
′〉,356

where X10
′ = X10, where r10

′ = { f δ1 , f δ2 }∧¬{ f π1 } → δ, and where s10 = δ. But it357

is easy to see that neither c9
′ nor c10

′ is a case, in our technical sense, since the rule358

r9
′ fails to apply to X9

′, and the rule r10
′ fails to apply to X10

′.359

4 Constraint by Reasons360

Having provided a formal reconstruction of what I take to be the standard account of361

precedential constraint, in terms of rules that can be modified, I now want to review362

my own account, developed in terms of an ordering relation on reasons.363

In order to motivate this concept, let us return to the case c9 = 〈X9, r9, s9〉—364

where again X9 = { f π1 , f π2 , f δ1 , f δ2 }, where r9 = { f π1 } → π, and where s9 = π—365

and ask what information is actually carried by this case; what is the court telling366
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us with its decision? Well, two things, at least. First of all, by appealing to the rule367

r9 as justification, the court is telling us that the reason for the decision—that is,368

Premiseß(r9), or { f π1 }—is actually sufficient to justify a decision in favor of π. But369

second, with its decision for π, the court is also telling us that this reason is preferable370

to whatever other reasons the case might present that favor the δ.371

To put this precisely, let is first stipulate that, if X and Y are reasons favoring the372

same side, then Y is at least as strong a reason as X for that side whenever X ⊆ Y .373

Returning to our example, then, where X9 = { f π1 , f π2 , f δ1 , f δ2 }, it is clear that the374

strongest reason present for δ is X δ
9 = { f δ1 , f δ2 }, containing all those factors from the375

original fact situation that favor δ. Since the c9 court has decided for π on the grounds376

of the reason Premiseß(r9), even in the face of the reason X δ
9, it seems to follow as377

a consequence of the court’s decision that the reason Premiseß(r9) for π is preferred378

to the reason X δ
9 for the δ—that is, that { f π1 } is preferred to the reason { f δ1 , f δ2 }.379

If we introduce the symbol <c9 to represent the preference relation on reasons that380

is derived from the particular case c9, then this consequence of the court’s decision381

can be put more formally as the claim that { f δ1 , f δ2 } <c9 { f π1 }, or equivalently, that382

X δ
9 <c9 Premiseß(r9).383

As far as the preference ordering goes, then, the earlier court is telling us at least384

that X δ
9 <c9 Premiseß(r9), but is it telling us anything else? Perhaps not explicitly,385

but implicitly, yes. For if the reason Premiseß(r9) for π is preferred to the reason386

X δ
9 for δ, then surely any reason for π that is at least as strong as Premiseß(r9) must387

likewise be preferred to X δ
9, and just as surely, Premiseß(r9)must be preferred to any388

reason for δ that is at least as weak as X δ
9. As we have seen, a reason Z for π is at least389

as strong as Premiseß(r9) if it contains all the factors contained by Premiseß(r9)—390

that is, if Premiseß(r9) ⊆ Z . And we can conclude, likewise, that a reason W for391

δ is at least as weak as X δ
9 if it contains no more factors than X δ

9 itself—that is, if392

W ⊆ X δ
9. It therefore follows from the earlier court’s decision in c9, not only that393

X δ
9 <c9 Premiseß(r9), but that W <c9 Z whenever W is at least as weak a reason for394

δ as X δ
9 and Z is at least as strong a reason for π as Premiseß(r9)—whenever, that395

is, W ⊆ X δ
9 and Premiseß(r9) ⊆ Z . To illustrate: from the court’s explicit decision396

that { f δ1 , f δ2 } <c9 { f π1 }, we can conclude also that { f δ1 } <c9 { f π1 , f π3 }, for example.397

This line of argument leads to the following definition of the preference relation398

among reasons that can be derived from a single case.399

Definition 3 (Preference relation derived from a case) Let c = 〈X, r, s〉 be a case,400

and suppose W and Z are reasons. Then the relation<c representing the preferences401

on reasons derived from the case c is defined by stipulating that W <c Z if and only402

if W ⊆ Xs and Premises(r) ⊆ Z .403

Once we have defined the preference relation derived from a single case, we can404

introduce a preference relation <� derived from an entire case base � in the natural405

way, by stipulating that one reason is stronger than another according to the entire406

case base if that strength relation is supported by some particular case in the case407

base.408
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346 J. Horty

Definition 4 (Preference relation derived from a case base) Let � be a case base,409

and suppose W and Z are reasons. Then the relation<� representing the preferences410

on reasons derived from the case base � is defined by stipulating that W <� Z if411

and only if W <c Z for some case c from �.412

And we can then define a case base as inconsistent if it provides conflicting413

information about the preference relation among reasons—telling us, for any two414

reasons, the each is preferred to the other—and consistent otherwise.415

Definition 5 (Reason consistent case bases) Let � be a case base with <� the416

derived preference relation. Then � is reason inconsistent if and only if there are417

reasons X and Y such that X <� Y and Y <� X . � is reason consistent if and only418

if it is not reason inconsistent.419

Given this notion of consistency, we can now turn to the concept of precedential420

constraint itself, according to he reason account. The intuition could not be simpler:421

in deciding a case, a constrained court is required to preserve the consistency of422

the background case base. Suppose, more exactly, that a court constrained by a423

background case base � is confronted with a new fact situation X . Then the court is424

required to reach a decision on X that is itself consistent with �—that is, a decision425

that does not result in an inconsistent case base.426

Definition 6 (Reason constraint) Let � be a case base and X a new fact situation427

confronting the court. Then reason constraint requires the court to base its decision428

on some rule r leading to an outcome s such that the new case base � ∪ {〈X, r, s〉}429

is reason consistent.430

This idea can be illustrated by assuming as background the previous case base431

�4 = {c9}, containing only the previous case c9, supposing once again that, against432

this background, the court confronts the fresh situation X10 = { f π1 , f δ1 , f δ2 , f δ3 } and433

considers finding for δ on the basis of f δ1 and f δ2 , leading to the decision c10 =434

〈X10, r10, s10〉, where X10 is as above, where r10 = { f δ1 , f δ2 } → δ, and where435

s10 = δ. We saw in the previous section that such a decision would fail to satisfy the436

rule constraint, and we can see now that it fails to satisfy the reason constraint as well.437

Why? Because the new case c10 would support the preference relation { f π1 } <c10438

{ f δ1 , f δ2 }, telling us that the reason { f δ1 , f δ2 } for δ outweighs the reason { f π1 } for π.439

But�4 already contains the case c9, from which we can derive the preference relation440

{ f δ1 , f δ2 } <c9 { f π1 }, telling us exactly the opposite. As a result, the augmented case441

base �4 ∪ {c10} would be reason inconsistent.442

5 An Equivalence443

The two accounts presented in Sects. 3 and 4 of this paper offer strikingly different444

pictures of precedential constraint, and of legal development and norm change.445

According to the standard account from Sect. 3, what is important about a back-446

ground case base is the set of rules it contains, together with the facts of the cases in447
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which they were formulated. In reaching a decision concerning a new fact situation,448

the court is obliged by modify the existing set of rules appropriately, to accommodate449

this decision. Precedential constraint derives from the fact that such accommodation450

is not always possible; legal development is due to the modification of existing rules,451

together with the addition to the case base of the new rule from the new decision.452

According to the reason account from Sect. 4, what is important about a background453

case base is, not the set of rules it contains, but a derived preference ordering on454

reasons. In confronting a new fact situation, then, a court is obliged only to reach a455

decision that is consistent with the existing preference ordering on reasons. Constraint456

derives from the fact that not all such decisions are consistent; legal development is457

due to the supplementation of the existing preference ordering on reasons with the458

new preferences derived from the new decision.459

Given the very different pictures presented by these two accounts of precedential460

constraint, it is interesting to note that the accounts are in fact equivalent, in the461

sense that, given a background case base � and a new fact situation X , a decision462

on the basis of a rule r is permitted by the rule constraint just in case it is permitted463

by the reason constraint. This observation—the chief result of the paper—can be464

established very simply, after showing, first, that any reason consistent case base has465

a case base as its refinement, and second, that any case base with a case base as its466

refinement must be reason consistent.467

Observation 1 If � is a reason consistent case base, then its refinement �+ is a case468

base.469

Proof Suppose � is a reason consistent case base. �+ is constructed from � by470

replacing each case c = 〈X, r, s〉 from � with the new c′′ = 〈X, r ′′, s〉, where the471

new rule r ′′ has the form Premises(r)∧Dc → s, as specified as in Definition 1. Since472

all of the new rules involved in moving from � to �+ support the same outcomes473

as the original, we can verify that �+ is a case base as well simply by establishing474

that, for each c′′ = 〈X, r ′′, s〉 from �+, the new rule r ′′ continues to be applicable to475

the fact situation X—that is, that X |= Premise(r′′), or that X |= Premises(r)∧Dc.476

We know, of course, that X |= Premises(r), since � is a case base, and so need only477

show that X |= Dc.478

It follows from Steps 2 and 3 of the construction that establishing that X |=479

Dc amounts to showing, for each c′ = 〈Y, r ′, s〉 from �c, where c = 〈X, r, s〉,480

that X |= ¬Premises(r′). So suppose the contrary—that X �|= ¬Premises(r′), or481

X |= Premises(r′), from which we can conclude that (1) Premises(r′) ⊆ Xs. Since482

c′ = 〈Y, r ′, s〉 belongs to �c, we know from Step 1 of the construction that Y |=483

Premises(r), from which we can conclude that (2) Premises(r) ⊆ Ys. From (1), we484

can then conclude by Definition 3 that (3) Premises(r′) <c Premises(r), and from485

(2), that (4) Premises(r) <c′ Premises(r′). But since both c and c′ belong to �, the486

combination of (3) and (4) contradicts the stipulation that � is reason consistent.487

Hence, our assumption fails, from which we can conclude that X |= Dc. �488

Observation 2 If � is a case base whose refinement �+ is also a case base, then �489

is reason consistent.490
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348 J. Horty

Proof Suppose� is a case base whose refinement�+ is a case base, but that� itself491

is not reason consistent. Since � is not reason consistent, there are reasons A and B492

such that (1) A <c B and (2) B <c′ A for cases c = 〈X, r, s〉 and c′ = 〈Y, r ′, s〉493

from �. From (1) we have (3) A ⊆ Xs and (4) Premises(r) ⊆ B, and from (2) we494

have (5) B ⊆ Y s and (6) Premises(r′) ⊆ A. Together, (4) and (5), along with the495

fact that Y s ⊆ Y , yield Premises(r) ⊆ Y , or (7) Y |= Premises(r). In the same496

way, (3) and (6), together with the fact that Xs ⊆ X , yield Premises(r′) ⊆ X, or (8)497

X |= Premises(r′).498

�+ is constructed from the case base � by replacing each case c = 〈X, r, s〉 with499

the new c′′ = 〈X, r ′′, s〉, where the new rule r ′′ has the form Premises(r)∧Dc → s,500

as specified in Definition 1. Step 1 of this construction, together with (7), tells us that501

c′ belongs to �c, and then Steps 2, 3, and 4 allow us to conclude that ¬Premises(r′)502

is one of the conjuncts of Dc, and so of the new rule r ′′. From (8), however, we know503

that X |= Premises(r′), from which it follows that X �|= ¬Premise(r′′). As a result,504

the rule of c′′ does not apply to its facts, from which it follows that c′′ is not a case,505

and so �+ not a case base, contrary to our assumption. �506

Observation 3 Let � be a case base, and let X be a new fact situation. Then a507

decision on the basis of a rule r leading to an outcome s is permitted by the reason508

constraint just in case that decision is permitted by the rule constraint.509

Proof Suppose a decision on the basis of r and leading to the outcome s is permitted510

by the reason constraint, so that � ∪ {〈X, r, s〉} is reason consistent. Then (� ∪511

{〈X, r, s〉})+ is a rule coherent case base, by Observation 1, so that the same decision512

is permitted by the rule constraint. Or suppose a decision on the basis of r and leading513

to the outcome s is permitted by the rule constraint, so that (� ∪ {〈X, r, s〉})+ is a514

case base. Then � ∪ {〈X, r, s〉} is reason consistent by Observation 2, so that the515

same decision is permitted by the reason constraint. �516

6 Discussion517

The goal of this paper has been to establish the equivalence between two accounts of518

precedential constraint, the standard account from Sect. 3 and the reason account from519

Sect. 4. I discuss what I take to be the philosophical significance of this equivalence520

elsewhere.12 Here I simply want to close with two technical remarks, one concerning521

the standard account and one concerning the reason account.522

Beginning with the standard account, developed in terms of rules that can be523

modified, it is natural to ask why these rules should be modified—what property of524

the overall case base can we suppose courts are trying to establish, or guarantee,525

through the modification of rules? That natural answer to this natural question is526

that, by modifying rules, courts are trying to guarantee a kind of consistency. More527

exactly, suppose we take528

12 See Horty (2013).
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Rule(�) = {Rule(c) : c ∈ �}529

as the set of rules derived from a case base �. We can then define a case base as530

rule consistent just in case, whenever a rule derived from that case base applies to531

the facts of some case from the case base, the rule yields an outcome identical to the532

outcome that was actually reached in that case.533

Definition 7 (Rule consistent case base) A case base� is rule consistent if and only534

if, for each r in Rule(�) and for each c in � such that Factors(c) |= Premise(r),535

we have Outcome(c) = Conclusion(r).536

And it is natural to conjecture that, by modifying rules to accommodate later537

decisions, the property that courts are trying to preserve is the property of rule con-538

sistency.539

This conjecture is supported by reflection on the examples we used to motivate540

the standard account. Recall our initial example. Here, the background case base was541

�1 = {c2}, with c2 = 〈X2, r2, s2〉, where X2 = { f π1 , f δ1 }, where r2 = { f π1 } → π,542

and where s2 = π; and we imagined that the court, confronting the new fact situation543

X3 = { f π1 , f δ2 }, wishes to decide for δ on the basis of f δ2 , leading to the decision544

c3 = 〈X3, r3, s3〉, where X3 is as above, where r3 = { f δ2 } → δ, and where s3 = δ.545

Now suppose the rule from the original case had not been modified, so that the result546

of this decision was that the original case base was simply supplemented with the new547

decision, leading to the revised case base �1 ∪ {c3}. It is easy to see that the revised548

case base would not be rule consistent, since r2 belongs to Rule(�1 ∪ {c3}) and549

Factors(c3) |= Premise(r2), yet Outcome(c3) �= Conclusion(r2)—the rule from550

the original case applies to the facts of the new case, but supports a different result551

from that actually reached in the new case. By modifying the original rule r2 to have552

the force of r2
′ = { f π1 }∧¬{ f δ2 } → π, the court can thus be seen as guaranteeing rule553

consistency, blocking application of the rule to a case with a conflicting outcome.554

Our other motivating examples have the same form: the later decisions would555

introduce rule inconsistency on their own, but modification of the earlier rules556

restores consistency. Is it, then, rule consistency that we should see a court as557

attempting to guarantee by modifying rules? Surprisingly, perhaps, I would say558

No—for some case bases are peculiar even though they are rule consistent. Con-559

sider, for example, the case base �5 = {c11} with c11 = 〈X11, r11, s11〉, where560

X11 = { f π1 , f π2 , f δ1 }, where r11 = { f π1 } → π, and where s11 = π. And sup-561

pose that, against the background of this case base, the court confronts the new562

fact situation X12 = { f π1 , f δ1 , f δ2 } and wishes to decide for δ on the basis of f δ1 .563

There is, then, the risk of rule inconsistency, since the previous rule r11 applies564

to the fact situation X12, but leads to π as an outcome, rather than δ. But now,565

imagine that the court distinguishes in the following way: first, by modifying the566

previous r11 to have the force of r11
′ = { f π1 } ∧ ¬{ f δ2 } → π, and second, by567

hedging its rule for the new case to read r12 = { f δ1 } ∧ ¬{ f π2 } → δ. The result-568

ing case base would then be �5
′ = {c11

′, c12}, with c11
′ = 〈X11

′, r11
′, s11

′〉,569

where X11
′ = X11, where r11

′ is as above, and where s11
′ = s11, and with570
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350 J. Horty

c12 = 〈X12, r12, s12〉, where X12 = { f π1 , f δ1 , f δ2 }, where r12 = { f δ1 } ∧ ¬{ f π2 } → δ,571

and where s12 = δ.572

It is easy to see that the new case base �5
′ is rule consistent, since neither of573

the rules involved applies to the other case. It is, nevertheless, a peculiar case base.574

One way of seeing this is by noting that, although rule consistent, the case base is575

not reason consistent: we have both { f δ1 } <c11
′ { f π1 } and { f π1 } <c12 { f δ1 }. Another576

way—which gets to the root of the problem—is by noting that, in each of the two577

case rules, the exception clause, which blocks applicability to the other case, has578

nothing to do with the reason for which that other case was decided.579

Because a case base can be peculiar even if it is rule consistent, I do not think that580

mere rule consistency is the property that courts are concerned to guarantee, as they581

modify rules. Instead, I believe, courts must be seen as trying to avoid, not just rule582

inconsistency, but also peculiarity in the sense illustrated above, by guaranteeing the583

property of rule coherence.584

Definition 8 (Rule coherent case base) Let� be a case base. Then� is rule coherent585

just in case, for each c = 〈X, r, s〉 and c′ = 〈Y, r ′, s〉 in �, if Y |= Premises(r), then586

Premise(r) � ¬Premises(r′).587

What this property requires is that, whenever the reason for a decision in some588

particular case holds in another case where the opposite outcome was reached, then589

the negation of the reason for the latter decision must be entailed by the premise of590

the rule supporting the original.13 The property of rule coherence is thus supposed to591

be explanatory in a way that mere rule consistency is not: when the original reason592

holds in a latter case but fails to yield the appropriate outcome, the rule putting forth593

the original reason must help us understand why, by containing the information that594

it does not apply when the reason from the latter case is present.595

We can verify that rule coherence is a stronger property than mere rule consistency,596

in the sense that a rule coherent case must be rule consistent.597

Observation 4 Any rule coherent case base is rule consistent.598

Proof Suppose a case base � is rule coherent but not rule consistent. Since � is not599

rule consistent, Rule(�) contains some rule r , derived from some case c = 〈X, r, s〉600

belonging to �, for which there is another case c′ = 〈Y, r ′, s〉 from � such that601

Y |= Premise(r) and Conclusion(r) �= Outcome(c). Since Y |= Premise(r),602

we know that Y |= Premises(r), of course. By rule coherence, we then have603

Premise(r) � ¬Premises(r′), from which it follows that Y �|= Premises(r′), so that604

Y �|= Premise(r′), which contradicts the requirement that the rule of c′ = 〈Y, r ′, s〉605

must be applicable to the facts of the case. �606

And we can also see that, in contrast with case bases that are merely rule consistent,607

a case base that is rule coherent must be reason consistent as well.608

13 The most straightforward way in which the negation of the reason for the opposite decision would
be entailed by the rule supporting the original, of course, is by being contained explicitly among
the exceptions to that rule; but speaking more generally of entailment allows for other encodings
as well.
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Observation 5 Any rule coherent case base is reason consistent.609

Proof Suppose a case base � is rule coherent but not reason consistent. Since � is610

not reason consistent, there are reasons A and B such that (1) A <c B and (2) B <c′ A611

for cases c = 〈X, r, s〉 and c′ = 〈Y, r ′, s〉 from �. From (1) we have (3) A ⊆ Xs and612

(4) Premises(r) ⊆ B, and from (2) we have (5) B ⊆ Y s and (6) Premises(r′) ⊆ A.613

Together, (4) and (5), along with the fact that Y s ⊆ Y , yield Premises(r) ⊆ Y , or (7)614

Y |= Premises(r). In the same way, (3) and (6), together with the fact that Xs ⊆ X ,615

yield Premises(r′) ⊆ X, or (8) X |= Premises(r′). From (7), rule coherence tells616

us that Premise(r) � ¬Premises(r′), or that (9) Premises(r′) � ¬Premise(r). But617

then (8) and (9) tell us that X |= ¬Premise(r), or that (10) X �|= Premise(r), which618

contradicts the requirement that the rule of c = 〈X, r, s〉 must be applicable to the619

facts of that case. �620

It follows from this last observation that, unlike case bases in general, any case621

base that is rule coherent must have a case base as its refinement. Why is this? Because622

the observation tells us that any rule coherent case base is reason consistent, and we623

know from Observation 1 that the refinement of a reason consistent case base is a624

case base. Of course, a case base might well be reason consistent without being rule625

coherent—though the case base is reason consistent, its rules may simply not have626

been modified properly. But it is easy to see that, once the rules of a reason consistent627

case base have been modified through refinement, the result will be a rule coherent628

case base.629

Observation 6 The refinement of a reason consistent case base is a rule coherent630

case base.631

Proof The proof of Observation 1 shows that the refinement �+ of a reason632

consistent case base � is a case base. To see that �+ is also rule coherent, we633

need only continue that proof by noting that, where c′′ = 〈X, r ′′, s〉 is the new case634

replacing the original case c = 〈X, r, s〉 from �, it follows from the construction of635

�+ that Premises(r′′) is identical with Premises(r), so that, for any case c′ = 〈Y, r ′, s〉636

from �+, whenever Y |= Premises(r′′), the formula ¬Premises(r′) is a conjunct of637

Premise(r′′). From this we can conclude that Premise(r ′′) � ¬Premises(r ′) at638

once. �639

Turning now from the standard account to the reason account, it is worth noting640

that our definition of reason constraint makes sense only on the assumption that641

the background case base is itself consistent to begin with. This is, of course, an642

unrealistic assumption. Given the vagaries of judicial decision, with a body of case643

law developed by a number of different courts, at different places and different times,644

it would be surprising if any nontrivial case base were actually consistent. But in fact,645

this assumption is not essential. The notion of reason inconsistency at work here is646

not like logical inconsistency—it is local, not pervasive. A case base might be reason647

inconsistent in certain areas, providing conflicting information about the relative648

priority of particular reasons, while remaining consistent elsewhere. It is therefore649

possible to extend our account of reason constraint to apply also to inconsistent650
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case bases, by requiring of a court, not necessarily that its decision should not yield651

an inconsistent case base, but only that its decision should not introduce any new652

inconsistencies, which were not present before, into a case base that may already be653

inconsistent.654

To state this precisely, we can define an inconsistency in a case base � as a pair655

or reasons, Y and Z , such that Y <� Z and Z <� Y . The idea that a court should656

introduce no new inconsistencies into a case base can then be captured through the657

requirement that every inconsistency present after the court’s decision must already658

have been present prior to the decision, leading to the following definition.659

Definition 9 (Reason constraint: general version) Let � be a case base and X a660

new fact situation confronting the court. Then reason constraint requires the court661

to base its decision on some rule r leading to an outcome s such that: whenever662

Y <�∪{〈X,r,s〉} Z and Z <�∪{〈X,r,s〉} Y , we also have Y <� Z and Z <� Y .663

This more general definition of reason constraint can be illustrated by considering664

the case base�6 = {c13, c14}, with c13 = 〈X13, r13, s13〉, where X13 = { f π1 , f δ1 , f δ2 },665

where r13 = { f π1 } → π, and where s13 = π, and with c14 = 〈X14, r14, s14〉, where666

X14 = { f π1 , f δ1 , }, where r14 = { f δ1 } → δ, and where s14 = δ. This case base is667

inconsistent, of course, since it tells us both that { f δ1 } <�6 { f π1 } and that { f π1 } <�6668

{ f δ1 }. But now, suppose that, against the background of this case base, the court669

confronts the new fact situation X15 = { f π1 , f δ2 }. According to our original Definition670

6, nothing the court can do is right, since the case base is already inconsistent.671

According to our more general definition, however, there is nevertheless a right672

decision for the court to make, even though the background case base is inconsistent,673

and a wrong decision. The right decision in this new situation would be to find for π674

on the basis of f π1 , since this introduces no new inconsistencies. The wrong decision675

would be to find for δ on the basis of f δ2 , leading to the new case base �6 ∪ {c15},676

with c15 = 〈X15, r15, s15〉, where X15 = { f π1 , f δ2 }, where r15 = { f δ2 } → δ, and677

where s15 = δ. This decision would introduce a new inconsistency, since we would678

then have both { f δ2 } <�6∪{c15} { f π1 } and { f π1 } <�6∪{c15} { f δ2 }, even though we did679

not previously have both { f δ2 } <�6 { f π1 } and { f π1 } <�6 { f δ2 }.680

7 Conclusion681

There are many other issues to explore, both technical and philosophical. The case-682

based priority ordering on reasons is not transitive. Of course, we could simply683

impose transitivity, by reasoning with the transitive closure of the basic relation;684

but the question of whether we should leads to a thicket of interesting problems685

concerning belief combination. In addition, the rules we work with are very simple in686

form—basically, nothing but a reason supporting a conclusion, and a list of contrary687

reasons that are required not to hold, if that conclusion is to be reached. Should688

we allow more complex rules, and if so, how complex? This question, likewise, has689
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a technical side, concerning the ways in which more complex rules might be unwound690

into ordering relations on reasons, and a conceptual side, since in the common law,691

courts are not supposed to legislate, but simply to respond to the fact situations before692

them. How complex can the rules become before we are forced to say that courts are693

legislating, rather than ruling on cases?694

These questions, and others, will have to wait for another occasion. The present695

paper has a more limited aim. The very influential work by David Makinson and his696

AGM collaborators began with reflections, by Alchourrón and Makinson, on norm697

change in the civil law—and my goal here has been simply to sketch one way in which698

a complimentary theory of norm change in the common law might be developed. In699

doing so, I find that the line of thought traced here conforms to several, though not700

all, of the maxims set out by David in a later article, in which he tries to explain what701

was different about the initial work in the AGM tradition.14 The relevant maxims702

are:703

Logic is not just about deduction704

There is nothing wrong with classical logic705

Don’t internalize too quickly706

Do some logic without logic707

Concerning the first of these maxims, it was a notable feature of AGM that, while708

the overwhelming majority of contemporary philosophical logicians were exploring709

different consequence relations—extensions of or alternatives to classical logic—710

the authors of that work focused on the entirely separate topic of belief revision; the711

present paper, likewise, applies logical techniques to a topic other than the question712

of what follows from what. Concerning the second maxim, in moving into a new713

field, the AGM authors carried with them the familiar classical logic; and likewise the714

present paper. The point of the third maxim is that it is often useful to explore certain715

concepts in the metalanguage, before trying to represent these concepts through an716

explicit object language connective, not for Quinean or other philosophical reasons,717

but simply as a matter of research methodology—get the flat case right, before718

considering nesting or iteration. This maxim has particular relevance for the present719

work, since I had originally thought it best, in exploring precedential constraint,720

to concentrate on the obligations of later courts, with these obligations represented721

through an object-language deontic operator; it was only when that operator was722

removed that the shape of the current approach became clear. Finally, as to the723

fourth maxim, while there are some connectives in the present account—conjunction,724

negation—it should be clear that they are not contributing much: there is no nesting725

of formulas, for example. Just as with AGM, while there may be connectives present,726

the real interest lies elsewhere.727

To these four maxims, I would add a fifth:728

Sometimes, let the subject shape the logic729

One frequently finds that a theorist brings an existing logic or set of logical techniques,730

particularly those already familiar to the theorist, to a new subject. There is nothing731

14 Makinson (2003).
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354 J. Horty

wrong with that: it is important to develop existing theories, and to explore new732

applications. But sometimes, existing techniques do not fit the new subject, or do733

not fit it well. Then there is the opportunity to let the subject suggest new logical734

ideas, and it is important to be open to that opportunity. This is a path that David has735

taken more than once—not only in his AGM work, but also in other work that I am736

familiar with, such as his research on Hohfeld’s rights relations, on the general theory737

of nonmonotonic consequence, on norms without truth values, and on input/output738

logics.15 It is a path that has already led him to many vital contributions, and we can739

expect that it will lead to many more.740
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